Entering your muskies on the Lunge Log using the
“MI Lite System”
Using the “MI Lite System” on-line when registering your muskies in the Lunge Log is easier and more efficient
than the “Legacy” form. By registering it in the Lunge Log (within 30 days of the catch), the muskie is entered
in the MOFC (Members Only Fishing Contest) and the Lunker of the Month. The muskies will also be added to
your “All Fish List”.
The Lunge Log information can be researched by all members of Muskies Inc. Be sure to use this ability to find
out what’s going on in the muskie fishing world!
Log on to the website https://muskiesinc.org/members-home/ with your member # and password.
When a person joins MI, an email is automatically generated by the system with an assigned password
and membership number. They can login immediately upon receiving the email.

On the left side of the page, click on “MI Lite System”. This will take you to the Lite system.
To make sure your “profile” is up to date, click on “Info”(top banner) and then “Profile Update”. By checking
“Check to Request Newsletter” you receive the national Muskies Inc. newsletter automatically by email.
Clicking on either “LL Entry” in top banner or “Lunge Log Entry” in the middle will allow you to start entering
your muskies 30” and above. Release Points are based on 4 points for each release and 1 point for each inch
or fraction of inches over 30 inches. You may also select the ‘FAQ – MOFC Policy’ to view all the rules/policies
regarding the MOFC located under the ‘info button’.

Be sure to click on the ? mark at the top right of every blue entry box for information regarding the page.
As you type in the lake name, say you type in green, you will start to see everything that begins with green
in the system, but if you continue and type green bay, it will only list green bay with the different counties
bordering it. A list of only 10 fields are displayed, so be sure to be specific. The lake and county, state will
fill the field. Click the “Next” button to continue.
If your body of water isn’t listed, check the “New Lake” box. Fill in the information asked for in the pop up
that appears. Check the “All fields are valid entries box” and submit the form. A “*New Lake” will appear
in the “Lake Name” field and automatically go to the next page.
The “Lure Information” page is next. Click on the ? mark to see what is required in the fields.
The “Muskie Detail” page is next. Click on the ? mark to see what is required in the fields, and an
explanation of member eligibility.
The “Muskie Detail Continued:” page is next. Click on the ? mark to see what is required in the fields.
“True” muskie is the default if the other options are not checked. Check the box or boxes that fit the
muskie caught. New to this system is the “Caught on Figure 8” check box.
The “Lake/Weather Conditions:” page is next. Click on the ? mark to see what is required in the fields.
Use the Drop Down menus for the fields.
The “Complete Entry:” page is next. Click on the ? mark to see what is required in the check boxes.

Release patches, along with 50”+, and Century patches are available for purchase from the chapter
merchandise table at a meetings or by contacting the MOFC chairman. Individual, and Annual Certificates are
available from the MOFC chairman.
The “Privacy” box is explained in the ? mark.

A picture of 3mb max can be uploaded in the “Choose file” field. These can be viewed (“Reports” on top
banner, then “View 2021 Photos”).
Hitting “SUBMIT” button will enter your fish. Check your “Fish List” (“Reports” on top banner, then “Select for
MY Reports”, then “My Fish List”) and it should be recorded.
Information is available by clicking “Info” on the top banner. The MOFC Policy is listed explaining the national
MI policies. The chapter uses these policies along with our MOFC/LotM rules.
If you have any problems or questions, contact the chapter MOFC ChairmanPaul Gottwald pjgecwi@gmail.com 715-271-6652 call/text

